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Photo: Blackbutt 180 x 21 at Clarence Street Cyclery by Nash Timber Flooring.
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Our latest innovation...

THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR
A PERFECTLY BONDED TIMBER FLOOR
Ultraset HP is a new generation in flooring adHesives wHicH draws
on Bostik’s 20 years of exPertise in Ms tecHnology.
Ultraset HP has been tested to ensure compliance to BCA (Building Code Australia) requirements
for sound transfer between dwellings.
When tested to ISO-140 and 712 as part of a complete flooring solution, Ultraset HP reduces
sound transfer by up to 17db which exceeds the BCA requirements of 62db.

new green, solvent free, isocyanate free forMUla
sUPerior acoUstic / soUnd deadening ProPerties
easy clean UP, Perfect for Pre-finisHed tiMBer
HigH strengtH, BUBBle free cUre
faster tack free tiMe
non HazardoUs
low odoUr

www.bostik.com.au

THE MARKET LEADER IN FLOORING
ADHESIVES INTRODUCES...
Our NEw LOOK Bostik adhesives range
OUR COMPREHENSIVE RANGE PROVIDES A COMPLETE SOLUTION
FROM PREPARATION TO ADHESIVES AND REPAIR KITS!

SOLVENT FREE
POLYURETHANE
TIMBER FLOORING
ADHESIVE

SOLVENT BASED
POLYURETHANE
TIMBER FLOORING
ADHESIVE

THE ULTIMATE
SOLUTION FOR A
PERFECTLY BONDED
TIMBER FLOOR

SIMPLE FIX
LATEX TIMBER
TO TIMBER
FLOORING ADHESIVE

HARDWOOD FLOORING
EPOXY REPAIR KIT

QUICK SETTING
CONTROLLED FOAMING
POLYURETHANE TIMBER
FLOORING ADHESIVE

ULTRA SEAL
ONE COAT
VAPOUR BARRIER

Scan QR Code to view product range

“ATFA MEMBERSHIP PAYS FOR ITSELF SEVERAL TIMES OVER
WITH ALL THE BENEFITS TO OUR BUSINESS. ”
Eddie Delic
Eddie and Sons Parquetry
New South Wales

JOIN ATFA

Pictured here, the team
from Eddie and Sons
Parquetry (left to right)
Ping Wang, Alen Delic,
Eddie Delic, Damir
Hajdarevic, Adnan Delic.

AND GAIN THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS...
•

Receive Timber Floors Magazine quarterly as well as
electronic bulletins issued every six weeks, keeping you
informed of news and events within the industry.

•

Have access to hotlines manned by industry experts to
assist with advice on the spot.

•

Have access to an active and committed industry-led
board allowing you the opportunity to have your say.

•

Increase your capability and market presence with the
ATFA accreditation scheme.

•

Grow your business with the ATFA marketing machine:
stickers, use of the ATFA logo, ‘ﬁnd a member’ website,
plus foundation membership for lifetime recognition.

•

Beneﬁt from ongoing technical and industry research
as well as a range of training opportunities to continue
improvement for the industry.

•

Be involved in the national annual convention including
exhibition, conference, live demonstrations and annual
awards night.

ph
fax
e
w

1300 361 693
1300 361 793
admin@atfa.com.au
www.atfa.com.au
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Staff &
contributors

President’s
Report...

Editor
Malcolm Johnston
editor@atfa.com.au
Contributing writers

Finally we have the Federal election out of the way and the country, as
well as our industry, can get back to thinking about business and how
we might earn a dollar or two! And let’s hope that present indicators
are correct and that we are on the road to a gradual recovery.

John Hollis, Randy Flierman,
David Hayward, Emma Watt.
Advertising sales
Randy Flierman - admin@atfa.com.au

This report is being written as we move past another Annual General
Meeting of ATFA and the commencement of my second year as President.
It’s timely to thank my fellow Directors for their support, they volunteer their
own finances and time to travel around Australia representing the ATFA
membership. It’s also pertinent to point out that we have a big year ahead
of us, to implement more strategies which assist you our members.

phone 1300 36 1693
Production & design
Graphic Design & Print Management Oven Creative
studio@ovencreative.com.au

Reflecting on the year behind us, we managed to once again increase our membership,
this is a considerable achievement in the current environment. We have also rolled out
the new webinar series which was a great hit and reflects the current working conditions
that preclude many members from attending face to face training during the day.

Publisher
Australian Timber Flooring Association
11 Oleander Ave Shelly Beach QLD 4551
ph 1300 361 693 | fax 1300 361 793
atfa.com.au | ABN 16 524 524 226

Another significant achievement was striking a partnership deal with Medibank Private
that sees our members often able to benefit from a 5% discount off their health benefit
costs – a considerable saving. These just a small taste of our achievements during 2013.

Timber Floors may not be produced in whole or part
without the written consent of the publisher. Views
expressed within this publication are not necessarily
the opinions of the editors or publisher. Whilst all efforts
are made to ensure the accuracy and truthfulness of
stories included in this issue, the writers, editors and
publisher cannot be held responsible for inaccurate
information supplied for publication. Timber Floors also
holds no responsibility for any advertisements printed
in this magazine that may be deemed inaccurate.

ATFA will continue to seek cost savings for its members and better
ways to bring more business to you its members, as always we
welcome your constructive input to help in achieving that goal.
Be well, stay healthy, keep busy.
John Hollis, President
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA Update
October 2013
ATFA
update
CEO Update

A RANGE OF NEW INITIATIVES AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS

an opportunity to list the details of their project in a secure

From
time
to time
it’s important
to look backaon
the road
travelled. After place
eight years
operationAn
ATFA
has
a long
way and
achieved
on ourofwebsite.
alert
is come
sent to
members
who
can
We’ve
been
working
hard to implement
range
of services
a considerable
of success
putting the
timber
flooring industrythen
on the
map, the
for what
is still a
young to
association.
contact
originator
directly
provide a From
quote.humble
‘List a
to
improve the amount
profitability
of yourinbusiness.
Some
will

beginnings in 2005 ATFA started by contracting one person for one day per week and after one year had attained 72 members. Jumping

Project’ will direct work to you, our members.

assist you with day-to-day activities, some will increase

forward to current times, ATFA is now an operation with three full time staff and as at September 30th 2013, supporting 607 members.

the potential to grow your business and some will raise the

Importantly for members, research data (Ibisworld) demonstrates that the timber flooring share of the total

PRODUCT BUYING GUIDE

industry’s profile. Please become familiar with them and use

flooring market has increased from 17% to 25% over the time of ATFAs existence. That means increased business

Thisindustry,
new guide
will provide
the timber flooring industry,
them
toWhile
your benefit.
youfollowing
need more
information
on any
of on the whole
for you.
the GFCIfand
years
have impacted
hard
the great
majority
builders,
architects
and consumers with a comprehensive
have met
that
battle head
onus
and
we all
look36
forward
conditions
ahead.
these
don’t
hesitate
to give
a call
1300
1693. to improving economic
whotoproduces
It’s also valid to reflect on the considerable list of services now offered byinventory
ATFA on of
a day
day basis.and sells what throughout
It’s a comprehensive
and
now A
one
that will almost cater for every member
need:
Australia.
UPDATED
WEBSITElist
AND
“LIST
PROJECT”

ATFA is pleased to announce that we have now updated our

• Professionally staffed operation
• Member accreditation, helping members
• National draft contract, contract
EXPOS
website.
Apart
from the
ease of use, you’ll alsotonotice
you
with a CEO,
Technical
Manager
improve
their industrySTATE
standing
variation, quote, invoice,
and
Marketing
Coordinator
warranty
checklists
Don’t
forget
that
in
addition
toand
ourjob
major
national expo
can register and pay online as well as accessing
the
ATFA Flooring Manual
• The
Timber
• ATFA
is aaCompany
Limited hub
by Guarantee
maintained
and updatedheld
by ATFA,
which a threeAn auditwe
based
approx every 18 •months,
are system
commencing
Shop
and
communication
for builders and
architects.
providing greater strength to our members
with edition 3 due out in late 2014
accredits timber flooring

year cycle of state expos around the country. We’ll be in

Please take a look around, check your own details for

manufacturers for quality control
• A dynamic and volunteer, nationally
• The Problems, Cures and
Perth soon and Brisbane later in the year, as well as our
accuracy and let us know if you spot any teething issues.
appointed Board of Directors
Remedial Measures manual, third
• The ATFA Product Endorsement

informative trade events
held all
over manufacturers
the country.
And, although we described this exciting feature
in our
edition
due out in early 2014
system
to assist
• Several State and technical standing
increase product exposure
previous
issueto
it’s
worthlocalised
another mention! ‘List
a Project’
committees
support
• The
ATFA Information Guide, full of
activities
and technical
development
information
sheets regularly updated and
• The nationally respected Floor
provides
consumers,
builders,
architects and retailers
with
added to, currently 55 information sheets
Inspection Service with nationally
accredited inspectors

PNEUMATIC TOOLS FOR
SOLID AND ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING

P250
T
L
S

type 16 ga
type 16 ga
type 15 1/2 ga

5/8 - 33/32"

Natural Oil

NEW

THE PRIMPACT ENGINE:
THE HEART OF THE P250 / Q550
offers reliability, extended performance and
an unequaled smoothness of operation.

• Short nose and compact valve design
provide an all-around striking surface
and enable the nailing of
more boards (4 1/2” closer)
to the end walls.

Q550
L

type 18 ga

3/8 - 5/8"

Perfectly adjustable to
the width & height of the tongue
No shim required

• Finely threaded screw-in
cartridge assembly for precision,
easy on-site dismantling
and durability.
• High-speed action and few moving parts,
for a powerful yet soft stroke,
a shorter air-saving cycle
and increased precision.

• Eco-friendly with zero VOCs
• Extremely durable (100% solids)

• Reduced wear effect and
quick interchangeability
of PRIMPACT engines between
same generation units.

• Economical with coverage of
30 - 40m2 per litre
Printed in Canada 07-22

PRIMATECH

www.primatech.ca
800-363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

• A natural product that enhances
the natural beauty of timber ﬂoors

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd. call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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• The highly successful ATFA website,
considerably updated in 2013 to better
promote and service members

• WH&S Compliance
assistance for members

• Government liaison with various
Government departments to
improve the industry’s position

• Industrial Relations
• Apprenticeship assistance to
assistance for members
• Continuing Industry research
to do with ATFA, we’re just
an email or phone call away –
ATFA
DIPLOMA
FLOORING TECHNOLOGY
further
promoteOF
theTIMBER
professional
in a range of technical areas
• A partnership with a major legal firm
admin@atfa.com.au or
1300 36 1693.
growth of the industry
Successfully
obtaining the ATFA Diploma represents
that
to provide vital legal assistance
• The Market Analysis Data Collection
you
have a strong
• Insurance
tailoredknowledge
to suit our and hands on skills across all
system providing participating companies
• Health insurance via our partnership
industry
and
at
competitive
prices
RENEWAL
TIME with essential industry intelligence
attributes of the timber-flooring sector. Pleasewith
contact
the Private,IT’S
Medibank
offering
a
• Information
hotlines
considerable
5% discount to
• Industry
Bamboo
Asmembers
we draw to the end
of thisStandards
financial for
year,
you will soon
ATFA
office if you
wishfor
to members
apply or to get the process
started.
providing valuable technical assistance
Flooring and Engineered Flooring
• In-house training services,
receive our renewal invoice in the mail once again. We look
• 6 weekly electronic bulletins, keeping
available to companies requiring
• Industry recommendations for
forward to your ongoing support and continuing to make the
MEDIBANK PARTNERS WITH ATFA
members regularly informed
specialised and tailored training
Decking out early 2014 and Laminate

timber flooring industryIndustry
a strongStandards
and vibrant
community of
Medibank is committed to being your health partner so it
in development
• Quarterly glossy magazines – ‘Timber
• Existing and new brochures
professionals. As always,
any questions
pleaseon
give
is Floors’
offeringthe
you
a 5% discount
your health cover.
Please
premier
magazine on
specifically
which
can be used by members
• Consumer
project listings
theus a call
for
the
timber
flooring
industry
to
promote
their
business
ATFA
website
via
‘List
a
Project’
1300 36 1693. f
contact ATFA for the ATFA corporate ID require to obtain the
• The ATFA Flooring and Finishes
discount.
Expo, an industry showcase
presented every 18 months

• Upcoming training in timber flooring
assessment and coatings assessment

• More installation and finishing schools
• The ATFA National Floor of the
via the New Techniques Program and
In
theAwards
months
ahead,
industry
standards willAdvanced
roll off the
Year
and
Awards
for
Techniques Program
Excellence,
held
each
18
months
ATFA production line for both timber decking• and
Thelaminate.
highly regarded ATFA Webinar
•If you
based
State
Expos,
Local
grassroots
series
have any input or interest in these areas pleaseproviding
email short training
bringing manufacturers and suppliers
sessions on a range of topics
david@atfa.com.au to contact David Hayward. Otherwise look
to your city, as well as local Floor of
• Marketing of members via our website,
outthe
forYear
these
publications
in the months ahead.
award
and local dinner
brochures, media and consumer liaison
questions
on any
of these
initiatives
or anything else
• Any
Social
events such
as State
based
golf
• Constant technical support such
days and informative trade nights
as oven testing and timber ID

DECKING AND LAMINATE INDUSTRY STANDARDS

• The new ATFA Diploma of
Timber Flooring Technology,
offering the first industry based
credential for timber flooring
• The ATFA Product Buying Guide,
providing support to contractors,
builders and architects

FROM THE DESK OF
Randy Flierman, CEO

For more information on any of these

Ph
1300 361
693contact ATFA on 1300
services,
please
36 1693
or admin@atfa.com.au
Email
admin@atfa.com.au

Finishing is a breeze
with the Lagler Trio

Freecall 1800 880 888
lagler.com.au
ISSUE 26 | 2014
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Flooring & Finishes
with ATFA Expo Update...
Space still available.
If you are still considering to exhibit,
NOW is the time to secure your spot.
On Wednesday 5 February at the Hordern Pavilion - Moore Park, the doors will open for the
Flooring Industry Event of the year - Flooring & Finishes with ATFA Trade Expo. This content rich
Expo will showcase an impressive line-up of some of the best companies within the flooring
industry displaying the latest developments in design, texture, style, colour, safety, versatility and
sustainability across the various surface disciplines such as carpet, timber, vinyl, rubber flooring,
and hard surfaces.
If you are a professional in the flooring industry such as an Architect, Specifier, Flooring Contractor,
Flooring Retailer, Builder, Facility Manager, Designer/Decorator, this is a must attend event.
KEY EXPO FEATURES:
Presentation/Demonstration Stage (PDS)
The PDS is the primary platform for key Product Sponsors of
the Expo to showcase the very latest in cutting edge flooring
technology, design, texture, colour, sustainability across
Rubber Flooring, Timber Flooring, Carpet and Vinyl Flooring

ATFA Creative Timber Flooring Demonstration Stage
Some of the most sought after experts in their field will
demonstrate continuously a series of timber flooring activities
including installation, trims, panels and borders, staining,
medallion production and insertion, board bending and
installation, sanding, hand scraping and staining, coating,
board replacement – sand, stain and coat, finishing techniques

These quick fire interactive presentations will be sure to

over the 3 day event... Be sure not to miss this activity if

impress, educate, inform professionals from within the flooring

you are a Flooring Contractor or Industry Professional.

industry such as Architects and Flooring Contractors

Sample list of companies already booked

The program / time table and profile of each

Armourcoat Resin Flooring Pty Ltd, Sika Australia, Tramex

sponsor will be promoted on the expo website

Moisture Meters, Surteco Australia Pty Ltd, Tyrolit Australia,

The program will also be targeted to industry segments

Loba Australia, Peerless Jal, 3d Wall Arts & Interiors,

such as Sports & Recreation, Hotel & Hospitality, Health

Ontera, Oakdale Industries, Forestry Tasmania, Synteko

& Aged Care, Retail Fitout, Commercial Offices

Pty Ltd, Embelton Flooring, Era Polymers Pty Ltd

Due to limited seating capacity, Visitors will be required

Sia Abrasives, Hermes Abrasives Australia,

to pre-register to attend one or all presentations.

Husqvarna, Selleys, The Moisture Meter Company,
Lagler Australia, Bostik Australia Pty Ltd.

THERE IS FLOOR SPACE STILL AVAILABLE
To find out more about the Expo and how you can benefit from exhibiting contact Peter Vasiliadis directly on 03 8672 1267 or Peter.Vasiliadis@informa.com

8
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ATFA Cocktail
Function...
at Flooring &
Finishes with ATFA
ATFA will host a 90 minute cocktail function on
the second evening of the Expo (February 6th
2014) at the closing of the Expo for the day – this
is just a great chance to network, relax and meet
people at the end of a busy day. It will be held in
the same venue as the Expo and is free of charge
to members. A cost recovery fee of $50 will be
charged for non members. For registration, please
visit the ATFA website www.atfa.com.au or phone
1300 36 1693. Registrations close January 21st.

NSW Standing
Committee New
Member Offer
Anyone not yet a member of ATFA can join up at a bargain
rate by attending the Flooring and Finishes Expo, the
special rate for these three days only will be $299 (normally
$440) for a standard membership, however, only for the
days February 5th to 7th 2014 and being in attendance at
the Expo – just come to the ATFA stand (C03). This will
provide you with membership to December 31st 2014.

NSW Standing
Committee... You’re
Invited to Attend
The NSW Standing Committee will conduct a State Standing
Committee Meeting on the Thursday morning of the Expo
(February 6th 2014), it’s a great chance to meet your NSW
representatives and also have your say about the direction of
the industry – it’s free! You can participate in the discussion
and presentation of information sheets, as well as discuss the
program of events for 2014 and how you can get involved and
do your bit for the industry – the more involved the stronger
we are – it’s your association! Non members are welcome.
To attend, simply drop us an email admin@atfa.com.au

ISSUE 26 | 2014
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Timber decks
add to your
living space
During Summer
many take the opportunity
to work outside and
David Hayward,
ATFA Technical Manager
will provide us with some
useful tips regarding
the construction of
timber decks.
He also refers to a new
publication soon to be
released by ATFA that
will be available to ATFA
members and will provide
the latest comprehensive
guide on constructing
domestic timber decks.

In most places throughout Australia, many have seen the
benefits of adding a timber deck to enhance their living
experience and to add value to their property. Decks may be
used for verandah flooring, to connect outdoor living areas
with internal or to provide an area to relax on a hot summer’s
day by the pool. But in order to get the most from your deck
there are few aspects to note that can really benefit the
performance. It is these aspects that will be discussed.

The success of a timber deck relies
on knowing the characteristics of the
products you are using, assessing
the installation environment and then
constructing the deck accordingly.
So firstly we need to have an understanding of timber
durability because unless the timbers we use are durable
they will be prone to premature decay or attack by termites.
Beneath the bark of a tree is the ‘growing’ timber called
the sapwood and beneath this is the heartwood. The
heartwood of many hardwoods (broad leaf trees) is durable
for use outside and with some species the heartwood
may be used in-ground. However, all sapwood whether it’s
hardwoods or softwoods (pine trees) is not durable for use
outside. All sapwood, regardless of the species needs to be
preservative treated so it is suitable for use outside. So what
is important to understand is that the right timber species
and the right treatment level creates timber that can last in
excess of 50 years, when used in weather exposed decks.
A common question that is asked relates to the stability of
timber decking boards. Stability refers to timbers resistance
to shrinkage, swelling, twist, surface splits and cupping.
Not all timbers are equal when it comes to this and some
timbers will be more stable than others. But it is also fair to

10
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Secretly fixed deck using the Deckmax system

Top nailed fixed deck

say that no timber species has what would be regarded as

reduce the available ventilation through the deck and with

perfect properties. Kwila or Merbau is regarded as being a

conditions often moister beneath the deck, these boards

very stable decking timber but is also high in tannins that

are also prone to greater cupping. As such we would

will bleed from the timber with rain wetting for a period after

recommend that with these decks, board width should be

installation. There are also many Australian species that make

restricted to 90mm and more stable decking timbers used.

fantastic decking, Coastal Ironbark and Spotted Gum to
name a few. These tend to have a lot less bleeding problems
than the imported tropical hardwoods. But when considering
any decking, stability can also be enhanced by ensuring
that the decking is manufactured to the correct moisture
content range (10% to 15% is recommended) and also that
correctly sized board fixings are used. So it is important to
also consider these aspects and discuss them with suppliers.

This brings us on to the third step contributing to a successful
deck and that is the general construction, which needs to
be based on choosing the correct materials for the type
of deck and the environment where the deck will be built.
With construction, there are many aspects that need to be
considered from building approval, footings, framing timber
sizes, termite protection, the need to consider handrails,
coatings and the list goes on. It is with these aspects that

Just as important as the timber used are the fixings and this

the soon to be released ATFA guidelines for timber decks

brings us on to the second step on assessing the installation

will provide invaluable assistance. The guidelines are

environment. The external environment in Australia can only

comprehensive, explaining in detail the areas touched on

be described as very harsh with many localities experiencing

above, as well as providing practical assistance in choosing

hot dry summers and wet cold winters. But it must also be

the right timber sizes and fixings for a successful installation.

considered that coastal environments and salt chlorinated

So with this guide you have the opportunity to provide

pools will add to these harsh conditions. It is for this reason

decks that will perform over the long term and information

that fixings for decking and a deck framing are hot dipped

to assists owners to keep their decks in good condition.

galvanised as a minimum and often stainless steel or fixings
with specialised coatings are required. The treatment used
in timber is also corrosive and this is another reason for the
need to have highly durable fixing. Some decks use secret
fixing systems and with these a combination of plastic, hot
dipped galvanised and stainless steel is available. Mechanically
galvanised fixings are simply not suitable for any external deck.

It is important to realise that if things are done right they
become an asset and that there is often little difference in
cost and time in doing a job correctly. It is disappointing to
see decks that experience ongoing problems simply because
the basics were not adhered to and corners were cut. So
what you need to take away from this is a simple three step
process of knowing the characteristics of the products you

One area where problems are more frequent is with decks

are using, assessing the installation environment and then

that are close to the ground. With such decks need good

constructing the deck accordingly. Interested in knowing

drainage beneath and provision for ventilation are a must.

more about decks, then keep an eye out for ATFA’s most

Framing timbers needs to be of higher durability than

recent publication on timber decks, soon to be released.

elevated decks and the use of wide decking boards increases
the risk of performance issues. Wide decking boards can
ISSUE 26 | 2014
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Blackbutt timber
species... an ideal
decking solution
from Boral
Coastal Blackbutt (Eucalyptus Pilularis) is
an excellent choice for decking and outdoor
landscaping because of its high density,
toughness and natural beauty.

12
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Blackbutt has always been a popular
species used for internal flooring,
however with the trend towards
creating outdoors rooms gaining
momentum, Blackbutt is the ideal
combination to offer for the seamless
transition from flooring to decking.
While many installers will have
had experience in using Blackbutt
internally, they may not be aware of its
great exterior credentials, in particular,
its suitability for use in bushfire
prone areas up to BAL 29, as set out
under Australian Standard AS3959.
Blackbutts exterior credentials are
accompanied by its strength and
versatility and have an attractive blonde
colour making it a desirable species to
use in both flooring and decking. Along
with being termite resistant , treatment
free and non-susceptible to Lyctus
Borer, Blackbutt is also a durability

ISSUE 26 | 2014

class one timber above ground, making
it a durable species for decking.

the deck, detailed plans and building
approvals may also be required.

In addition to flooring and decking,
Blackbutt is also offered in F27
structural timber making it easy
to complete outdoor timber
requirements such as bearers
and joists, stair components and
exposed external beams.”

Given the increasing awareness
regarding the use of sustainable
resources and native forestry,
it is important when specifying
to highlight that Boral products
have achieved Australian Forestry
Standard (AFS) chain of custody
certification (AS 4707-2006). This
means that timber used to produce
Boral Timber’s hardwood flooring,
decking and structural timber
has been sourced from certified,
legal and sustainably managed
resources. The Australian Forestry
Standard Scheme also has mutual
recognition by the Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification
Scheme (PEFC) - the world’s largest
forest management certifier.

The Boral decking range extends to
a vast range of Australian hardwood
species which are seasoned for our
climate and can blend harmoniously
with any style of outdoor area. In
addition to Blackbutt, other popular
species include Grey Ironbark,
Spotted Gum and Tallowwood.
It is important to ensure when
constructing a deck, all building codes
and Australian Standards need to be
adhered to. Depending on the scope of

13

From Small Beginnings...

Abbey Timber
has grown over
the last 37 years.
Starting business in 1976 as a joinery business,
Abbey Timber has evolved over the years to become
a major hardwood flooring wholesale business
servicing Sydney and New South Wales.

14
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Andrew Favelle, is the owner and manager of Abbey
Timber and has worked in the business along side
his father, the founder, for the past 20 years.
Andrew recollects “in the mid 80’s we were one
of the biggest suppliers in Sydney of Cypress
flooring as well as other cypress products”. By
the early 90’s our customers started to ask us for
Hardwood Flooring as well, and we use to order
it in as clients needed it. But we quickly realised
that this wasn’t the service they wanted.

I started out by buying just two
backs of Blackbutt, on spec as stock
Andrew says, and they sold straight
away. I then bought four packs, then
eight packs and now we have two
warehouses with over 400 packs of
flooring stock available for the trade.

Over recent years Abbey has also ventured
into stocking and supplying decking to the
market to compliment their flooring. We now
carry large volumes of all sizes from 42mm
screening through to 140mm wide decking.
As well as recently adding decking, we have add
a large range of general accessories like plywood,
glues, nail-guns and finishes Andrew adds.
Abbey Timber has only joined the ATFA in the
last twelve months, but has already found it to

Andrews philosophy for his business is based around

be of great benefit. Andrew says, we heavily

service and having what his clientele want, when

promote to our clients to become members -

they want it. Abbey Timber focuses on servicing

we feel it will only be beneficial and help them

the flooring trade, with 70% of its business coming

grow and learn more about the products and

from flooring contractors. If you want it at 7 o’clock

procedures that make better flooring.

in the morning or 7o’clock at night – we will bend
over backwards to make it happen Andrew says.
We have made deliveries to sites as far away as
Taree and Canberra – nothing is a problem.
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Abbey Timber
Address - 27 Ashford Ave Milperra NSW
Ph (02) 9774 2944
Web - Abbeytimber.com.au
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Essendon Project
Location: Essendon Victoria
Installation: Befloored
Species: Brushbox
Size: Custom mill 120mm x 19mm (ex 130mm x 19mm Flooring)
Patten: Handcut Parquetry
Finish: Synteko Classic 35

16
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Show off your work
to prospective clients.
Nothing impresses more than being able to open up a
magazine and point to the feature floor of the issue and say
“That’s our work”.
So if you have completed a job that you would love to
show the industry & your clients - summit your photo (in
landscape) and details of a recently complete timber flooring
project and we may print it as our feature floor centre page.
Send your high resolution images to admin@atfa.com.au

ISSUE 26 | 2014
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From the
Forest to
the Floor
Writer Malcolm Johnston | ATFA Editor

We all connected to timber
flooring everyday – whether it’s
manufacturing, selling or installing,
whether you sell timber, adhesive or
finish - it all starts with a tree. Over
the next two issues we will trace the
steps from the forest, sawmilling,
drying, manufacturing through to
the product being used on the floor.

18
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INTO THE WOODS
History of forests in Australia
Australia has just over 147 million hectares of native
forest and about 1.82 million hectares of plantations.
With an estimated 4% of the global forest estate, Australia
has the world’s sixth-largest forest area and the fourthlargest area of forest in nature conservation reserves.

MAKING LITTLE BITS OUT OF BIG BITS
Sawmilling – a very old industry
The Hierapolis sawmill, a Roman water-powered stone
saw mill at Hierapolis, Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey)
dating to the second half of the 3rd century AD is the
earliest known sawmill. It is also the earliest known machine
to incorporate a crank and connecting rod mechanism.

Australia’s forests play an essential role in biodiversity
conservation, the global carbon cycle, the supply of fresh
water, and the maintenance of many cultural, social and
environmental values. Forests also provide the resource base
for economic activities that employ thousands of people
across Australia, particularly in rural and regional areas.

A sawmill’s basic operation is much like those of
hundreds of years ago; a log enters on one end and
dimensional timber exits on the other end.

The distribution of forests is broadly determined by
climate and soil properties, although other factors such as
fire regimes are also important. By far the most common
forest in Australia is eucalypt forest, which comprises
78% of Australia’s total forest estate, followed by acacia,
melaleuca, rainforest, casuarina, mangrove and callitris.
Plantation forests comprise just over 1% of Australia’s
forests and are mostly composed of eucalypts and nonnative pine species, especially radiata pine (Pinus radiata ).
16% of Australia’s forest is now formally protected
in public nature conservation reserves. Multiple-use
public forests, where timber harvesting is generally
permitted, cover 9.43 million hectares, or about
6% of Australia’s total native forest estate.
A comprehensive legal, institutional and economic
framework designed to achieve the conservation
and sustainable management of forests is in place
at the state, territory and national levels.
There has been rapid growth in forest certification as a
means of verifying the quality of forest management and
maintaining access to markets. In addition, most multipleuse public forests and some private forests are now
managed in accordance with codes of forest practice and
externally accredited environmental management systems,
which provide a structured approach to the planning and
implementation of measures to protect the environment.

Sawmills come in large variety of sizes, everything from
portable plants that fit on a trailer to large softwood mills
that take in a 100 semi trailer loads of logs every day.
Normally, sawmill size is measured in the volume (cubic
metres) of logs that the mill will process in a year.
Commercial hardwood sawmills that produce boards for
flooring vary in size from around 7000m3 to 100,000m3.
Cutting Hardwood logs in dimensional timber also produces
sawdust and waste products. The rule of thumb for
recovery is a third of the log is produced into dimensional
lumber, a third is produced into waste products like
woodchip and pallets and the final third is sawdust.
IT TAKES TIME TO DRY OUT
Immediately after the sawmill cuts the timber it has a high
moisture content of between 40 – 70%, as it is unseasoned (or
commonly referred to as “green”). This high moisture content
needs to be reduced to 9 – 14% (the Australian standard
for Flooring) to achieve an acceptable flooring product.
Green timber has two different type of moisture “free” moisture, which is around the edges of the cells
and “bound” moisture which is in the cell walls.
As timber dries, the free water evaporates first, and the effect
produced is principally a loss of weight. As the bound water is
removed, the properties of the timber become noticeably change,
the most noticeable being the dimensional size reducing.
As the free moisture leaves the cell cavity, it will eventually
become empty, leaving the cell wall still saturated. This
is such an important stage in the drying that it is given a
special name, and the term is “fibre saturation” point.
CONTINUED »
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Why ATFA training can make you
money in the long run

Stripping timber
To provide efficient circulation of air to all parts
of the timber being dried in the stack, the layers of
boards are separated from each other by suitable
small sections of timber called strips, or stickers.

Air Drying
The air drying process reduces the moisture content
of the timber to the “fiber saturation point” which
typically is around 18 -22%. This is the point
when all the “free moisture” has evaporated.

Size of strips - In thickness, the strips vary from12 mm to
The stripped out stacks are put into a specially prepared
25 mm. The use of thinner strips results in slower drying
drying yard for them to air dry. This process for 25mm
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visit our website www.intergrainenviropro.com.au
to find a distributor in your area.

Your new skills can also save
you money from avoiding costly
mistakes. So invest in yourself and
your business today.

High
Performance
Timber Flooring Finishes

Elite 3 edger

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

The Intergrain EnviroPro range of water
based timber flooring finishes are high
performance coatings that are designed to
enhance the natural beauty of timber floors.
Superior Wear Resistance
Better Colour Development

parts • service • leasing available

No Masks or Respirators Required

Synteko Pty Ltd.
For further information please contact

Saves Time – Faster Re-coat

Call:
02Finishes
9406on8100
1800 248 780
Intergrain
Timber
website
www.intergrain.com.au
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
For product
datasheets visit www.duspec.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au
We are happy to assist. Please call us today!
8
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No Lingering Odour
Environmentally Responsible
Made in Australia
Excellent Service Support

www.intergrain.com.au

1800 248 780

Timber Flooring Industry Product Buying
Guide
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The hardwood secret nail wide board flooring,
with outstanding performance & easy installation.
Hurford Hardwood has developed “Fourteen” for people who love the look of wide hardwood boards
but don’t want the traditional top-nail appearance in their floor. Available in two sizes, 130mm x 14mm
and 180mm x 14mm and board lengths range from 0.6m to 4.5m.
Fourteen is available in a wide variety of species and grades, which insures it’s broad enough to
complement any design requirement. The Fourteen series is straight lined before profiling to produce
a straight, flat floor that is easier and quicker to install, Hurford Hardwood guarantees it.
For more info on Fourteen please contact us or visit the website...
Phone: +61(2) 6621 9886 Email: hardwood@hurfords.com.au
Website: www.hardwood.com.au

,
the insurance broker
of choice for flooring
retailers throughout
Australia, specialise in
the carpet and flooring
retail sector providing
very competitive
insurance packages
for all carpet and
flooring businesses.

Experience does matter
We have been successfully insuring carpet and flooring
retailers for over 15 years and in that time we have
accrued a vast knowledge of what covers you should
consider, risk reduction measurements and premium
reductions are a major consideration. You can trust us to
handle all your insurance claims in NSW and beyond.
The right policy
We are particularly well placed to provide you with the
right policy at the most competitive premiums with a
policy wording that is second-to-none. In some cases,
we have saved retailers over 30% and we maintain a
constant saving level for many retailers of up to 20%.
The best deal for you
It is our job, at FloorInsure, to secure the best possible
deal for each and every one of our carpet and flooring
retailers, year after year, and this enables us to keep your
premiums at the same low level each year. We know that
in order to keep your business we must show consistency
in providing the best premiums and service backed by the
best insurance policy. From wherever you are in Australia,
we can look after your carpet and flooring business.
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5–7 February 2014
Hordern Pavilion
Moore Park, Sydney

co-located with

DISCOVER THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN FLOORING
& SURFACE DISCIPLINES.

FLOORINGANDFINISHES.COM.AU

Only in
America...
Renovation
Reveals Risqué
Monopoly
Wood Floor
What could be better than
peeling off a winning McDonald’s
Monopoly card? Peeling up your
carpet to find this:

Concrete
Primer
The installation of timber flooring
directly over a concrete slab is a
common practice.
The moisture content of the concrete slab and the rate of
moisture transmission through the slab is vitally important
to the longevity of an aesthetically pleasing and functional
floor. Liquid primers, moisture regulators or moisture
barriers are commonly used to reduce the moisture vapour
transmission rate through the concrete, to a level that the
floor covering can manage without causing a volume change
(such as swelling or contraction) to the floor covering.
When installing timber flooring over concrete, particularly
slab on ground construction, even when the moisture
content is in the acceptable range, the use of a primer,
moisture regulator or moisture barrier is good practice to
guard against potential seasonal changes in the moisture
uptake through the slab. Normally, these liquid coatings
can take between 8 hours and 24 hours to cure before the
adhesive and subsequent placement of the timber flooring
can occur. In many instances, this is too lengthy a process
for a fast return to service often required by customers.

Homeowner Nyeland Newel recently posted these
photos of his bedroom renovation on Reddit.
Three years ago, Nyeland Newel pulled up the carpet in his
1930s home in Fresno, Calif., to find this giant Monopoly
board painted on the hardwood floors below. What’s
more, the giant monopoly board features silhouettes
of naked women instead of the community chest.

“It was some sort of risqué party
game,” Newel told The New York
Daily News. “Like strip Monopoly.”
Newel’s then-wife made him paint over the board,
but she was willing to spare the wedding ring and
the “naked lady squares,” Newel told The News.
Newel now lives in Palm Desert, Calif., where
he says he wants to paint a game board on the
floor, “to restore balance to the universe.”
“But I think I’m going with Scrabble this
time,” Newel told The News.
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This process has become a whole lot easier and quicker
for the installer, thanks to the introduction of Sika Primer
MR Fast, a water based epoxy resin moisture regulator,
primer and surface consolidator. Packaged in a convenient
box containing a 4.2kg Part A and Part B component kit,
the process of applying a moisture regulator has become
so easy. No mixing equipment is required thanks to the
simple process of pouring the Part B component directly
into the Part A component and shaking the container for
1 minute. After mixing, simply pour the contents directly
onto the floor or into a roller tray and apply evenly across
the floor surface with a nylon paint roller. Sika Primer MR
Fast goes on white and dries clear, meaning its easier to
see that a consistent and even film coating is applied. The
4.2kg Sika Primer MR Fast kit covers up to 21m2 and is
compatible with Sika’s low solvent, low VOC SikaBond
T55(J) and the solvent free SikaBond T54(J) adhesives.
The Sika Primer MR Fast is low odour, economical,
fast drying (4 hrs) product that is easy to mix and
apply. Paint rollers can be cleaned up in water
and Sika Primer MR Fast is suitable with subfloor
heating and refurbishing dusty slab conditions.
For more information on the full range of Sika Timber
Flooring Adhesive Systems, please contact your Local
Distributor, Sika Representative or visit aus.sika.com
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SIKABOND

TIMBER FLOORING

SYSTEMS
Sika Primer MR Fast
Water Based moisture
regulator, primer and surface
consolidator

SikaBond T54(J)

High strength, solvent free
timber flooring adhesive

SikaBond T55 (J)

High strength, low VOC elastic
polyurethane timber flooring
adhesive

For a complete system solution for
Timber Flooring, Trust Sika.

1300 22 33 48

aus.sika.com

A world of flooring...
expos all over the globe
Timber Flooring is a worldwide industry and
toRead
help
stay ahead of the game, it is worth
what others have to say why ATFA training works.
considering travelling to one of the big events
“By
investing
in training
for the
our emerging
people we trends.
ensure
overseas
to catch
up with
we can continue to deliver fantastic results for
our customers and a key partner in achieving this
is the ATFA. Their courses are always informative,
very practical and enable us to develop the
knowledge of our people.”
Chris Feldbauer, Director, PRO SANDING PTY LTD

The Best
Just Got
Better!
Tramex, the moisture meter
specialists, are proud to
announce the release of the
new concrete moisture meter

with

Your new skills can also save you money from avoiding costly mistakes. So
invest in yourself and your business today. Consumers are demanding more
every day, are you ready to meet the challenge? Full course outlines and
New trends
emerge from these
trade
shows Hallat
7, 8atfa.com.au/training-events/
& 9 At Domotex is the home of Timber Flooring
and accessories
online
registrations
are
available
f

Most of the expos cover all types of floor coverings from Timber to
laminates and carpet as well as all the accessories used in the industry
from glues to tools they’re all there. Many companies use these expos
to launch new and innovative products so not only do you get to see
them first, you get to talk direct to the manufacturers about them.
Some of the big international events for our industry are...
Event

Date

Location

Website

Domotex

11 – 14th Jan 2014

Hannover, Germany

www.domotex.de/home

Surfaces

27 – 30th Jan 2014

Las Vegas, USA

www.surfaces.com/Attendee/Home

Domotex Asia

25 – 27th Mar 2014

Shanghai, China

www.domotexasiachinafloor.com/en/

Domotex Russia

1 – 3rd Apr 2014

Moscow, Russia

www.domotex-russia.com/english

NWFA Woodflooring Expo

16 – 19th Apr 2014

Nashville, USA

www.nwfa.org/expo-home.aspx

What’s on Locally?
Cant afford the time to travel, the Australian Flooring & Finishes expo is a great
option to ensure you see the latest offerings to the industry. Being held in
Sydney on 5 -7th February 2014 http://www.flooringandfinishes.com.au/visitor
Tax concessions while travelling
When travelling there is usually some form of tax concession for
some or all of your out of pocket expenses, but the trip and/or
conference that you attend must be related to your profession.
Usually the fares to and from the location are fully tax-deductible. Costs

Pictured in Kit Form

Perform testing to the latest
Australian Standard AS18842012. ASTM F2170 & ASTM
F2659 as well as ASTM F2420:
The complete moisture and
humidity testing kit for concrete and
wood, incorporating the Tramex
instant moisture test and the new
Hygro-i in-situ probe working
together to provide a new standard
in speed & accuracy which can be
used again & again...
Don’t waste time and money
waiting up to 72 hours for a
moisture test when the slab is
not ready! Check it first with a
Tramex CMEXpert II.

of accommodation, meals and incidentals for the days you attend the
expo or conference are tax-deductible and when possible you should
keep receipts. To claim accommodation costs at a location, the expo or
conference must extend over two consecutive days. If you decide to take
a holiday while you’re away, those costs are private and not tax-deductible.
So make sure these fares are clearly defined on your documentation.
If you plan to claim a tax deduction while travelling always seek
Thebefore
Prosandyou
teamtravel
at the on
recent
Newcan
Techniques
Program in Melbourne, 2013
independent advise
what
be claimed

For more information contact
Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au

www.cornell.com.au

and what you need to keep – a diary, receipts extra.
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Four concrete reasons
for choosing a
Delmhorst HT-4000.

ECO-FRIENDLY

WONDERFUL FLOOR
RENEWABLE
ACN: 107 906 374

1

• Distribute premium quality

2 RH sensor can be used over and over

• Pre-coated Australian
hardwood flooring

3 Calibration can be checked for accuracy
4 Large, easy-to-read display

• Engineered floating floors
• Bamboo floors
• Laminated floors

Lowest cost per test for 100 tests

NEW!

The HT-4000 meets the latest
AS1884 standard. Talk to the
experts at The Moisture Meter Co. — your
Australian distributor and service center
since 1998.

WIDE OAK PLANK + DISTRESSED OAK
Our products are environmentally responsible
and sourced from sustainably managed forests

Freecall 1800 638 639
Mobile 0419 364 863

62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone 02 9517 4742 | Fax 02 9517 2436
wonderfulfloor.com.au

THE MOISTURE METER COMPANY

info@moisturemeters.com.au
www.moisturemeters.com.au

5

The
Wood
Moisture
Encounter
EZ Wood Kit.
The Tramex WME - Wood Moisture Encounter is
one of the most advanced wood moisture meters

Peerless JAL is proud to
announce the national
distribution rights to Stauf.

available on the market. It is unique in that it can
give precise moisture measurements in both noninvasive and invasive measurement modes.
Non-Invasive Measurement mode
Adjustable specific gravity (S.G) for precise moisture
content (MC%) readings in different wood species.
Range 5% to a maximum of 55% Moisture content.
Depth penetration 1¼“ (30mm).

Stauf 950:

Stauf 960:

Plug in Heavy-duty pin-type electrode.

· VOC free

· VOC Free

Auto species and temperature correction factors.

· Moisture barrier and
adhesive in 1 coat

· Moisture barrier,
Acoustic barrier and
adhesive in 1 coat

Invasive Measurement mode

Range 7% to 40% Moisture content.
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We see Stauf as a great fit for Peerless JAL as both companies
are family owned, Stauf is 181 years old while Perless JAL
is 66 years old. Both companies have a driving focus on
innovation for the benefit of our customers, through offering
an innovative solution of adhesive and coatings to the
Australian market we hope to strengthen existing partnerships
and also create new and lasting business relationships.
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FEBRUARY...

MARCH...

Feb 5th to 7th Flooring
and Finishes with
ATFA – Sydney

March 7th Victorian
Golf Day

Feb 6th ATFA Cocktails
Function – Sydney

March 10th ATFA Qld
State Committee
Meeting

Feb 6th ATFA NSW
State Committee
Meeting

March 19th Industry
Forum – Canberra

Feb 12th ATFA Vic State
Committee Meeting

APRIL...

Feb 26th ATFA WA State
Committee Meeting

April 3rd Webinar,
Checking sub-floor
space suitability before
floor installation
April 9th Industry
Forum – Melbourne

ir talk

April 14th ATFA Qld
State Committee
Meeting
MAY...
May 7th ATFA Tas State
Committee Meeting
May 13th ATFA SA State
Committee Meeting
May 14th Industry
Forum – Adelaide
May 16th Qld Golf Day
May 21st ATFA ACT
Territory Committee
Meeting

May 28th and 29th
Assessing Timber
Floor Performance
Workshop – Melbourne

June 11th ATFA WA State
Committee Meeting

JUNE...

June 12th Webinar,
Concrete moisture
and its effect on
timber floors

June 2nd ATFA Qld
State Committee
Meeting

June 17th to 19th
New Techniques
Program – Melbourne

June 4th ATFA NSW
State Committee
Meeting

June 20th Victorian
State Expo

June 4th Industry
Forum - Sydney
June 11th ATFA Vic State
Committee Meeting

June 20th ATFA National
Dinner and Awards
Night - Melbourne
June 24th to 26th
Advanced Techniques
Program – Melbourne

Timber Floors
on the Web
with Emma Watt

What does a Coalition
government mean for
workplace relations?

1. Dana Floor Sanding
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=d90_rmKRH7w
This is an excellent 3-minute video
of a time lapse room installation
– complete with boarders and a
hand cut medallion in the centre.

In light of the election result on 7 September 2013, here’s a look at some
of the Coalition policies in this area. Of course, a policy doesn’t necessarily
get implemented; the vagaries of the federal political system mean that
getting legislation through the Senate can be harder than herding cats, and
that is not going to get any easier given the likely makeup of the Senate
after 1 July 2014. However, this is a brief summary of some of the things
the Coalition intends to do during this term of government.
1. Some changes to the workplace bullying jurisdiction in
the Fair Work Commission that commences on 1 January
2014, including requiring employees to first go through other
relevant authorities before notifying a dispute to the FWC.
2. Paid parental leave (PPL) scheme that offers mothers 26 weeks’
full pay, and fathers will be able to get 2 weeks’ full pay, paid for
by the government with the help of a levy on big business.
3. Repeal recent changes to the right of entry provisions
for union organisers, including the change that made the
lunchroom the default meeting place for union organisers
who wish to hold discussions with employees.
4. Mandating improved flexibility provisions in enterprise agreements.

2. EBC Rucker Park 8
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=d90_rmKRH7w
EBC Rucker Park 2013 will be the
only outdoor basketball tournament
in the world played on a regulation
hardwood floor, and we built the
court. Check out how we build a
court like this from start to finish.
3. Finally two Ads for hardwood
flooring we found amusing –
one more than the other – we
will let you decide which on.
http://www.youtube.com/

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses
in the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members
two free telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073 Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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watch?v=Dze2Hf8rHno - No idea what
they are selling, but we want some!
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=R6zdaClsIKw
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Gap minimisation
in hot weather
Introduction

The differences between dwellings that have been occupied
and those that are not occupied also needs some explanation.
Firstly, when a dwelling is lived in there are many sources that
add moisture to the air including pots boiling on the stove,
pot plants, bathroom showers or evaporative coolers.

The laying of a timber floor and when it is subsequently
sanded and polished is often dictated by the building
schedule and due to this the effects of seasonally hot and
dry weather conditions are at times not duly considered.
This situation is further exacerbated if during these times
the house is unoccupied and locked up for an extended
period. This information sheet explains what happens under
these conditions and how problems may be alleviated.

Furnishings and many other items in the house also take in
some moisture and this tends to moderate the fluctuations in
relative humidity during dry periods. Due to this although low
humidities do occur that cause floor’s in existing dwellings
to shrink, those extremely low relative humidity conditions of
an unoccupied locked up dwelling do not generally occur.
What can be done?
PREVENTION IS ALWAYS BETTER THAN CURE

Why shrinkage gaps occur
The diagram shows the relationship between the air relative
humidity, board moisture content and board width. As
conditions become drier due to lower air relative humidity,
moisture is released from the boards, board moisture contents
reduce and the boards shrink. This is a natural process. The
consequences of this are that gaps will appear at board edges
and greater shrinkage may occur at the exposed upper surface
resulting in boards cupping.
Temperature has two effects.
Firstly, high temperatures
within a house will lower the
relative humidity making the air
drier and secondly high floor
temperatures make it easier for
the moisture in timber flooring
to be released to the air.

Certainly, if a timber floor is laid in November and it is not
intended to finish the floor until February, and it is known that
the dwelling will be locked up for a hot period over Christmas,
then delaying the installation of the floor to late January may be
an option. However, if this cannot be achieved it is imperative
that the measures are taken to prevent high floor temperatures
and very high room temperatures. With regard to this, temporary
coverings on windows where the floors will receive high sun
exposure should be undertaken. It is also necessary to provide
ventilation through the dwelling during the period that it is
closed. With due care for the floor, buckets of water placed
throughout the dwelling will result in the water evaporating and
adding moisture to the air and alleviate to some degree the
reduction in relative humidities. Alternatively, some have had
success by placing clear plastic over the floor which prevents
severe moisture loss from the boards. With such an approach
care is necessary and particularly that slab or sub-floor is not

Very dry conditions

providing an additional source of moisture from beneath which

Many states experience very dry conditions and this is often

could cause sweating. This however should only be considered

around Christmas and it is at these times that houses under

by those skilled and knowledgeable in the laying of floors.

construction can be locked up for a period of three to four weeks
while the builder takes an earned break. If a timber floor has
been laid prior to this and weather conditions become very dry
then a high degree of shrinkage, cupping and at times checking
(surface splits) can result. Weather data shows these conditions
as indicated in the 9am relative humidity graphs below for
Perth during the Christmas period of 2009 to 2010 (red line).

WHAT IF I HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO TRY A CURE
If returning to a floor after a dry period when the house has
been locked up and there are concerns with the condition of
the floor then it is necessary to bring the floor back closer to its
expected in-service conditions prior to sanding and finishing.
Again, raising the humidity in the dwelling will bring about some
recovery to the floor with some species being more responsive
than others. In addition to the above, daily or more frequent damp
(not wet) mopping may assist as may mist spraying the rooms.
In more severe instances, and where the only other option being
considered is floor replacement, others have found that by mist
spraying and then laying clear plastic over the floor, the floor has
recovered well. Such an approach does require careful monitoring
and again should only be considered by those experienced with
timber floors and willing to replace the floor if these measures are

Graphs courtesy of Bureau of Meteorology

unsuccessful. If the floor has already been sanded and coated
then means to raise the relative humidity in the dwelling and

In Perth during this December and January period the average

damp mopping can be effective. Note however, that with coated

9am external relative humidity was 40%. This equates to timber

floors practices also need to comply with those of the coating

moisture contents of about 7.5% and in a closed up dwelling

manufacturer. It should however be noted that if the floor is coated

with higher internal temperatures the conditions can equate

and cupping is induced then even with the measures above, some

to timber moisture contents as low as 4%. This has a drastic

residual cupping may remain. Once it was known that the floor

effect on timber flooring in an unoccupied dwelling and even

is stable, re-sanding would be required to remove the cupping.

if the floor has been coated the effect is still very severe.
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THE RESULT OF 251 YEARS OF INNOVATION

STAUF SMP-960 One-Step is an advanced
formula, unique polymer 3-in-1 adhesive
designed for professional wood flooring
instalation.

STAUF PUM-950 Power-Mastic provides a
tremendous improvement for urethane adhesives.
It is a urethane based, high strength adhesive
for professional wood flooring installation. But
unlike other urethane adhesives, it contains
no isocyanates, the primary chemical in other
urethane adhesives that will etch fine floor finishes
and is a suspected carcinogen.

SMP 960 provides moisture and sound
barrier and adhesive all in one.

PUM 950 provides adhesion and
moisture barrier in one coat.

> Improved Adhesion > Longer Lasting > Green Building Compliant

Waterborne Hybrid Timber Floor Finish
HY-TRAFFIC is a dual component; non
hazardous water based polyurethane finish
incorporating the latest nano hybrid floor
coating technology, for exclusive use on
internal timber floors.
Avaliable in Gloss and Satin.

Benefits:

•
•
•

8 - 10 m2
Easy Application
Easy to sand
between coats

•
•
•

ATFA Endorsed
Low VOC’s
83 grams per Litre

Waterborne Hybrid Timber Floor Primer
HY-PRIME is water based, acrylic sealer
specifically formulated as a primer for internal
timber floors. It penetrates and fills open
grain timber providing an even appearance
and foundation for subsequent coatings of
waterborne timber seal.

Benefits:
•
•

10 - 15 m2
Reduces lap marks

•
•
•

ATFA Endorsed
Low VOC’s
10grams per Litre

PEERLESS JAL PTY LTD Head Office: 10-12 Raglan Street PRESTON VIC 3072 Phone: 1800 800 248 Email: sales@peerlessjal.com.au

Fidbox Australia

Suite 37, 44 Kings Park Road,
West Perth WA 6005
Tel.: 0467 013 399
E-Mail: ck7620@gmail.com
Website: www.fidbox.com.au

Eurostyle Floors Pty Ltd (NSW Distributor)
PO BOX 323
Matraville NSW 2036
Tel.: 0423 538 403
E-Mail: info@eurostylefloors.com
Website: www.eurostylefloors.com

FIDBOX?
 A non-intrusive continuous electronic measuring device to measure Temperature and Relative
Humidity on the substrate and surface of the floorboard.

 The essential companion and professional approach to under floor heating and wooden floors.
 Monitors environmental conditions before, during, and after installation. The whole story.

 Reliable, verifiable long-term measurement data when its needed most. Readings cannot be
manipulated. Facts not opinions are provided.
 Reduces unjustified claims, and protecting floors and reputation night and day.

 Can be used wherever you need long term data about temperature and humidity. Areas of Use –
hardwood floors, sport floors, antique furniture, valuable paintings, storage, transport, etc.

 The “Black Box” data recorder for the flooring industry.

What you get:

Data readings from the fidbox and via a graphic or tabular form report.

